INTRODUCTION

A
conference titled "New Perspectives on Evidence: Experts, Empirical Study and Economics" has a pronounced alliterative theme, a theme made even more apparent when, inevitably in evidentiary discourse, epistemological questions come to the fore. It is enough to make one suspect that the conference is secretly brought to you by the letter "E," hiding behind its public front, the Olin Foundation. Putting aside such conspiratorial thoughts, all these "E's" suggest the presence of a meta-"E"-Eclecticism. Indeed, I believe this conference has demonstrated the need for an eclectic approach to evidentiary problems.
That should be no surprise. The domain of evidentiary law and discourse is determined not by a given intellectual approach butto the extent it is determined at all-by a set of problems, central among which is the question of what kinds of information ought to be presented to an adjudicative factfinder. One trying to provide sensible, useful analysis of an evidentiary problem acts at her peril if she ignores any available source of wisdom and guidance.
One consequence of eclecticism is that we do not have to worry about boundaries very much at all. Does a particular line of reasoning qualify as economic? 1 It does not particularly matter; however the line may be characterized, if the reasoning advances analysis, that is all to the good.
For expository convenience, though, I will discuss separately three "E"-perspectives that are important in this symposium: em-Virginia Law Review piricism, economics, and epistemology. Eclecticism means that multiple perspectives on evidentiary problems may have something to offer. The other side of that coin is that no given perspective is a panacea; each one leaves work for others to do. I will discuss the value and limitations of each of these three perspectives. I will then focus on one particular "E"-problem that has been addressed in this symposium, that of expert evidence. I will suggest how each of these approaches-I do not mean to exclude others-can assist analysis and understanding of expert evidence, and I will focus on the core issue of the standard for admitting such evidence.
One substantive theme will run throughout many of my comments. I believe the proposition that some evidence must be excluded because the jury is likely to overvalue it has been given far too much credence in evidentiary discourse. 2 Exclusion is not justified on the basis of overvaluation unless the jury so massively overvalues the evidence that considering the evidence leads it further away from, rather than closer to, the truth. In fact, the empirical evidence does not support the proposition that overvaluation is a significant phenomenon. I think we should try to construct evidence law without relying on an overvaluation rationale. In some situations, exclusionary rules may be justified on other grounds, such as the vindication of deep underlying values or the prospect that the evidence would bias the jury against a party (a factor altogether different from overvaluation). 3 In other situations, exclusion is simply unjustified.
2 For example, Allen and Leiter say: "We may ask of any particular rule: Does it increase the likelihood that jurors will reach true beliefs about disputed matters of fact?" Ronald J. Allen & Brian Leiter, Naturalized Epistemology and the Law of Evidence, 87 Va. L. Rev. 1491 Rev. , 1498 Rev. (2001 . They acknowledge that this is not an appropriate question to ask of every rule, because some are meant "to carry out various policy objectives like reducing accidents and avoiding litigation." Id. My own view is that exclusion of evidence is only rarely justified on the ground that the evidence makes it more likely that jurors will reach untrue beliefs about disputed matters; to the extent that exclusion is justified, it is almost always on other grounds.
3 Thus, Allen and Leiter err when they say that "the worry that 'jurors [will] misuse certain types of evidence' is precisely the worry that they will misuse them by drawing inferences that lead to false beliefs." Id. at 1501 (alteration in original). In fact, jurors may misuse evidence by improperly allowing it to bias them-affecting the standard of persuasion that they apply-or by using it to draw inferences, perhaps accurate ones, about propositions that the law deems immaterial. I. EMPIRICISM I understand Professors Ronald J. Allen and Brian Leiter, in their argument for the application of "naturalized epistemology," to be advising us to take account of empirical knowledge in discussing evidentiary law. 4 The advice is sound. Whether evidence should be admissible or not may often depend on considerations such as how a given set of factors will affect the accuracy of an out-of-court declarant or of an in-court witness; to what extent the evidence is likely to be used, or misused, by the jury or other factfinder; and to what extent alternative rules are likely to affect conduct (including the production of better evidence) that is of concern to the legal system. Too often evidentiary pronouncements sound like crackerbarrel psychology or sociology, made with little or no heed to accuracy.' Who can dispute that evidentiary law should, where possible, be based upon sound perceptions of reality?
For illustrative purposes, I will highlight three areas in which I believe better empirical understanding can have significant benefits: the role of the jury, hearsay, and character evidence.
The paper by Professors Shari Seidman Diamond and Neil Vidmar in this symposium 6 is a wonderful example of empirical research bearing on the conduct of the jury. Evidentiary rules forbid mention of liability insurance for the purpose of showing that a person acted wrongfully.' The usual understanding has been that mention of liability insurance will encourage jurors to reach large damages awards, comfortable that they are digging deeply into the insurer's pockets rather than into those of the defendant. Given the prevalence of insurance, especially for liability in driving motor vehicles, and the easily-understood tendency of large judgments to increase insurance rates, there has long been reason to doubt that jurors really do act in this way. Now the actual jury deliberations 2032 Virginia Law Review [Vol. 87:2029 examined by Diamond and Vidmar provide substantial confirmation that jurors do not often play this sock-it-to-the-insurer game. 8 At the same time, Diamond and Vidmar show that juries very often do talk about first-party insurance. 9 The jurors' concern is that the plaintiff may be "double dipping," seeking damages to compensate them for the same expenses for which they already received health insurance proceeds." 0 Plaintiffs, it appears, have much more to lose than do defendants from discussion of insurance. Of course, jurors are right in that "double dipping" is precisely what plaintiffs are often doing-and the "collateral source" rule, for better or worse, allows them to do it. Now it will be interesting to see whether what Diamond and Vidmar call a "collaborative" instruction-attempting to explain to jurors why they are not supposed to make a reduction from their award to take presumed insurance proceeds into account-would have its intended impact." Could it, perversely, encourage jurors simply to focus more on insurance? More empirical work may be helpful here.
The article by Diamond and Vidmar is part of a large field study that promises further interesting results. Other types of empirical research offer benefits for evidentiary law and scholarship. For instance, much of the modern rhetoric of hearsay law emphasizes the supposed inability of the jury to take into account the defects of hearsay evidence. Experimental evidence suggests that jurors do indeed discount hearsay evidence-and indeed may tend to do so too much rather than too little. 2 If such results turn out to be roSDiamond & Vidmar, supra note 6, at 1894 ("There is little evidence.., that defendants are disadvantaged by jury discussions about insurance. .. ").
9 Id. at 1876 (reporting jury discussion of insurance in 85% of sample cases).
"Id. at 1889-90. "The proposed instruction presented by Diamond and Vidmar does not quite do the job. Id. at 1910. The instruction ought to explain to jurors why they are being asked to determine damages without a deduction for presumed insurance proceeds.
The instruction could explain the collateral source rule. Alternatively, it could state simply that the question of whether the recovery should be reduced by insurance proceeds, and if so by how much, is to be determined separately. In either event, the instruction should tell the jurors clearly that if they do make such a deduction, they are not doing the job assigned to them and are making the task of the court more difficult. 12 See, e.g., Margaret Bull Kovera et al., Jurors' Perceptions of Eyewitness and Hearsay Evidence, 76 Minn. L. Rev. 703 (1992); Peter Miene et al., Juror Decision bust, they suggest that defenses of the hearsay rule should not rely on the perception of juror overvaluation; the exclusionary rule should be preserved only to the extent that it can be justified on other grounds.
Sometimes useful empirical knowledge can be gained by examining studies already performed in other disciplines. For example, Professor Guy Wellborn has forced us to reassess the value of demeanor in assessing credibility; 13 thus, it appears that the inability of a jury to observe the declarant's demeanor while making an outof-court statement may not be a very powerfut reason to exclude hearsay testimony of that statement.
Similarly, various academic studies of criminal and other antisocial behaviors cast doubt on the received wisdom that the prior conduct of a person should be inadmissible to prove that the person acted in a given way on a particular occasion because the jury is likely to overvalue the evidence. In truth, deviant behavior on a past occasion does make it more likely that a person will act in a deviant way on another occasion; 4 therefore, a juror giving such evidence substantial weight may be acting perfectly rationally in doing so. To the extent that it can be justified, the character evidence rule should rely on grounds other than the anticipation of juror overvaluation.
In short, the value of empirical perspectives cannot be seriously doubted. But we must recognize the limitations of such perspectives as well. I will mention three.
Making and the Evaluation of Hearsay Evidence, 76 Minn. L. Rev. 683, 693 (1992) (despite researchers' expectation that mock jurors would consider hearsay evidence "but then engage[] in some kind of discounting because they considered hearsay less reliable than eyewitness testimony," the mock jurors "simply did not report using the hearsay in their decision-making process"). Allen and Leiter speak highly of situationalist approaches to the problem of predicting behavior on the basis of past conduct. See Allen & Leiter, supra note 2, at 1546-49. I think they lean too hard on situationalism; even devout situationalists do not deny the importance of personality, and "interactionism," an intermediate approach focusing on both situation and personality, has received much of the recent scholarly attention. Friedman, supra, at 646. 
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First, and most obviously, not all propositions that we would like to test for the purposes of guiding evidence law can feasibly be tested empirically. Do dying persons really feel a strong sense of the necessity to tell the truth? I doubt a scholar could arrange a useful empirical study that would pass the scrutiny of a human subjects committee. Even if she could, the results would not necessarily be valid with respect to the particular application of interest to evidence law, in which the statement by the dying declarant concerns the cause of her own apparently impending death. 15 Second, though evidence scholars, including several of the participants in this symposium, have done some interesting and important empirical studies, we tend to be restrained from concentrating on empirical work by a variety of factors, relating to our training and professional incentives. 6 Perhaps this web of factors will change over the long run-in which we are all dead 7 --but I doubt that before then it will change very much.
Third, and most interesting to me, empirical research cannot provide all the answers, because much of evidence law rests on values that would not be affected by, or at least are very robust with respect to, empirical findings. I will make this point in the three contexts I mentioned above: the role of the jury, hearsay, and character evidence.
At this conference, Professor Joseph Sanders posed a very interesting question: Suppose empirical evidence clearly demonstrated that judges are much better than juries at evaluating the merits of scientific evidence. How would such a demonstration affect the attitude of those who generally favor admissibility of such evidence? My own answer is a qualified one. If the jury truly were shown to be deficient in evaluating the evidence, that would be a factor we could not afford to overlook. To a significant extent, however, our use of the jury does not depend on our confidence in its abilities as "E" is for Eclectic a factfinder. Rather, our commitment to the jury-which is expressed constitutionally*---is in large part a political matter, reflecting a longstanding reliance on the jury as a bulwark against oppression by the state. If our attachment to the jury has diminished, at least in civil cases, I believe it is because we perceive less of a need for such a bulwark than the Framers did, not because we have learned of deficiencies in the jury's ability to do its job. Similar limitations on the role of empirical findings apply to hearsay. An empirical demonstration might reveal that much of the doctrine rests on faulty premises. But at the core of the doctrine lies a narrower exclusionary rule that should be largely unaffected by empirical findings. Our adjudicative system has a deep moral commitment-again, one that is constitutionally expressed 9 -to the principle that a witness for the prosecution should testify under oath and in the presence of and subject to cross-examination by the accused." This confrontation principle accounts for most of what is valuable about the hearsay rule. Even if-as may well be the case-it turns out that the jury is perfectly capable of discounting hearsay evidence to take account of its defects, and even if the evidence in question is demonstrated to be highly reliable, 2 ' this principle should preclude admissibility against an accused of testimonial statements not made under the prescribed conditions, unless the accused has forfeited his rights.' To a large extent, then, I believe discussions of the reliability of hearsay evidence are beside the point. ' Finally, a similar consideration applies to character evidence. As I have suggested above, I believe prior misconduct is often highly probative of a person's propensity to commit similar misdeeds in " See, e.g., U.S. Const. art. m, § 2, amends. VI, VII.
'9 See, e.g., U.S. Const. amend. VI. 11 Allen and Leiter follow the Supreme Court's jurisprudence, and most of academic discourse, in discussing hearsay issues in terms of reliability. See Allen & Leiter, supra note 2, at 1536. =2 See, e.g., Friedman, Confrontation, supra note 20. In sum, empirical research is crucial to keeping evidentiary law and discourse connected to reality, but at the same time we must remember that much of evidentiary law depends on basic value choices that are unlikely to be affected by empirical findings.
II. ECONOMICS
Several years ago, in expressing the hope that economic analysis would play a larger role in the study of evidentiary issues, I called economics an underused tool for evidentiary scholars, and evidence a largely unplowed field for economists.' That situation has changed to a significant extent, if only because Judge Richard A. Posner, virtually the personification of law and economics, has at least fleetingly turned his attention to evidentiary issues. 26 My colleague Professor Lempert, however, predicts in this symposium 24This effect occurs only if the jury or other factfinder misuses the evidence.
Suppose the evidence were admitted and the jurors adhered to an instruction allowing them to use the evidence to assist them in determining whether the accused committed the act charged but barring them from letting the evidence alter the standard of persuasion facing the prosecution. In that case, we might conclude that the evidence should be admitted for whatever value it had in determining whether the accused did in fact act in the way charged. But I doubt the jury would adhere to such an instruction. It is too tempting, once one learns that the accused has committed bad acts in the past and has been free to commit further ones, either to punish him further for the past ones or to diminish the regret one would feel about convicting him for a crime he did not commit.
Note that this kind of misuse of the evidence is not an overvaluation. The jurors are not according to the evidence undue value in proving a given proposition; rather, the jurors are letting a proposition demonstrated by the evidence alter the task prescribed for them by, perhaps subconsciously, lowering the standard of persuasion that they apply. 21 that economic analysis will have little impact on evidentiary scholarship. ' To some degree, this prediction is based on an analysis of Judge Posner's attempt at a comprehensive review of evidentiary law through an economic lens. I agree with many of Lempert's criticisms of the Posner article? But I do not believe that article is a good gauge of the potential of economic analysis to advance understanding of evidence. The article is a hasty scan through the entire domain of evidence law. When advances come, I believe they will more likely be at the hands of scholars who patiently address particular evidentiary problems and topics. In addition, I believe Judge Posner too often magnifies the importance of small factors, and this lends an unrealistic quality to his article. For example, Lempert properly criticizes Judge Posner's suggestion that protecting the celebrated (but fictitious) Blue Bus Company from liability on the basis of naked statistical evidence is necessary to keep the company running its routes where it provides a majority of the service. 29 But we must give Judge Posner his due: If instead of talking about the Blue Bus Company, we talk about generic drug manufacturers, the concern may have significantly more weight. Lempert is, on the whole, pessimistic about the role that economic analysis is likely to play in evidence scholarship? He is correct that, for the most part, evidentiary issues do not concern potential trades or exchanges-though we should not overlook the significant situations in which they do. Thus, Professor Eric Rasmusen's analysis of the problems raised by United States v. Mezzanatto, 31 in which the prosecution demands a waiver of evidentiary right as a precondition of entering into plea negotiations, strikes me as a good example of how rigorous economic analysis can clarify an evidentiary problem.' 2 The implicit or explicit bargaining process that sometimes leads to stipulations may offer 27 Lempert, supra note 1, at 1622-23. Virginia Law Review another good subject for such work. Also, as I note further below, expert evidence arises in a market setting; in that context, only one of the potential parties to an exchange is a party to the litigation, the other being merely a witness.
Putting aside relatively confined topics like these that clearly involve bargaining, I believe that there are still ripe evidentiary fields remaining for economic analysis. Viewed most broadly, economic analysis of law concerns how rules may optimize the trade-off of one set of values against another. In this sense, evidence is as conducive to analysis by economic tools as is any other legal field in which non-absolute values may compete. These values do not have to relate to money; if we are willing, for example, to sacrifice some accuracy in truth determination for increased protection of privacy, that is a trade-off that can be analyzed in economic terms.
Viewed somewhat more narrowly, economics concerns the allocation of scarce resources. Evidence is often expensive to produce, and evidentiary law cannot afford to overlook this expense in shaping evidentiary rules. Moreover, economic thinking can help sharpen analysis of how evidentiary law should allocate responsibility for producing evidence and its cognate, risk of nonproduction, between adversaries. 3 Because that allocation is so central to evidentiary law, game theory offers a natural method for thinking carefully about how to structure some rules. Thus, for example, I have found principles of finding the cheapest cost avoider and of game theory helpful in attempting to think afresh about how hearsay law should be structured outside the context in which the confrontation right prevails.' (1997), helpful in this regard. The relative social utility of various outcomes-such as an incorrect judgment for an accused or for a prosecutor-is clearly critical to determining the standard of persuasion, which instructs adjudicators as to how probable it must be that the facts favor a given party for that party to prevail. I had previously thought that such assignments of utility did not enter into assigning the burden of production, which comes into play before the factfinder has a chance to determine the facts. But Hay's analysis makes clear that these assessments of social utility do indeed play a significant role in the assignment of that burden, for the assignment may determine the outcome when the party with the burden fails to satisfy it. Obvious? Perhaps, but I had not recognized the point beforehand.
- 
"E" is for Eclectic
Furthermore, much of evidentiary law concerns the creation of incentives, which is a natural field for economic analysis. In some cases, evidentiary rules are meant to give the parties or other primary actors incentives to act in certain ways. Such incentives may be aimed at improving the conduct of the current litigation. For example, to some extent, attorney-client privilege rules are instrumentally based, intended to ensure that clients will not be afraid to communicate with their lawyers in a way that, if disclosed, might hurt them in litigation. The incentives may also be meant to improve the external impact the current litigation will have. For example, the rule against evidence of subsequent remedial measures is best justified, when it can be justified, as -giving a party comfort that it will not hurt its interests in the current litigation if it corrects a condition that might cause injury to others in the future.
Incentives may also be directed towards the lawyers; indeed, as Professor Dale Nance emphasizes in this symposium, a large portion of the law of evidence can best be explained in terms of attempting to control not jurors but lawyers. 5 Much evidentiary law developed in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, when the role of criminal lawyers was expanding; as the works of Professor Thomas Gallanis and others have emphasized, the timing does not appear to be mere coincidence."
In short, it seems that evidence should provide a fertile field for economic analysis. Lempert nevertheless believes that economic thinking will have little impact on evidentiary discourse." He points out correctly that economic analysis is not particularly useful in assessing some considerations-the sense of justice conveyed by procedure that feels fair, for example-that may be crucial in shaping evidentiary law, and that the analysis often depends crucially on empirical factors that are difficult or impossible to test. Where economic analysis nevertheless leads to sensible results, he believes Gallanis argues that the rise of evidence law was a response to lawyers' "new, more aggressive approach to oral evidence," which itself was a result of their increased appearances in criminal trials. Id. at 537-38. Virginia Law Review common sense will get there, or thereabouts, just as well, without the need for all the extra intellectual baggage and apparatus. ' Perhaps he will be proved right over time. Though I agree that economic analysis is unlikely to be as significant in the evidentiary realm as, for example, in the fields of torts and contracts, I am more optimistic than he that the contribution of economics to evidentiary law will yet be substantial. The value of intellectual rigor should never be underestimated. Even if economic analysis does not reveal stunning new insights-and I am not prepared to say that it will not-it can provide confirmation and deeper explanations for what we think we know. It can challenge those premises and cause us to work harder to justify them. It can help expose some of the premises-whether testable or not-on which our conclusions rest, and it can identify material factors that may have been overlooked.
One other factor gives me some confidence that economic thinking will play a larger role in evidentiary analysis. When a style of thinking comes naturally to a scholar, he or she naturally tends to apply it to new problems. The growing importance of economic analysis in other areas of the law school curriculum has meant that large numbers of young legal scholars are comfortable with the application of economic theory to legal problems. Many of those young scholars who work in the field of evidence will, whether or not they think of themselves as law and economics scholars, infuse their analysis of evidentiary issues with an economic style of thinking. This development has already begun, 39 and I have confidence that it will continue.
III. EPISTEMOLOGY
Trials deal with uncertainty. Thus, the law of evidence must consider how factfinders-whether real or ideal---assess uncertain 39 Id. at 1623. [Vol. 87:2029 2040 "E" is for Eclectic factual propositions, and how new information affects those assessments.
Like many other scholars, I have found the standard, or Bayesian, probability calculus to be a useful, even inevitable, analytical tool for thinking about these problems. Allen and others, whom I have termed Bayesioskeptics, minimize the usefulness of Bayesian methods in evidentiary discourse. Allen continues the conversation in the paper he has contributed to this symposium with Leiter. ' To a considerable extent, they repeat points that Allen and others have made before, and to which Bayesians, including me, have already responded; if this is a conversation of fifteen years, I have the distinct impression that the other side is not always listening. For example, they contend that "[t]he law applies burdens of persuasion to elements, not to causes of action as a whole,"'" an assertion that Nance persuasively challenged long ago. 42 Along the same lines, they repeat Allen's contention that if the law did apply burdens to claims as a whole, this would lead to "unacceptable consequences, by making the level of proof of specific elements turn on the fortuity of the number of elements in a cause of action"--and they ignore my response showing, among other things, that the average probability per element required to support a judgment is a figure of no significance.' 4 And they continue Allen's effort to brand Bayesian analysis as algorithmic 45 -a pejorative la-4" Allen & Leiter, supra note 2, at 1507-10. Allen and Leiter also resort to the old chestnut of "computational complexity." Though they do not address most of the arguments I have made in response, they do make at least a glancing reference to some of them. In an attempt at aphorism, I have said that it is not the fault of Bayesianism that the world is complicated. 47 Allen and Leiter reply that the issue is not fault but reality-"the world is complicated, and that fact constrains normative advice." ' True, but Bayesianism would be a poor system if it were not capable of reflecting the world's complexity. There are various strategies for dealing with that complexity. For example, an analyst can usefully simplify her task by aggregating various possibilities together.
Allen and Leiter answer that "It]his move carries only a false promise. The real intellectual work will have been done in the 'bunching,' and the failure to 'bunch' correctly will lead inexorably to false outcomes (except only by chance)." ' 49 This assertion fails to recognize the subjective nature of Bayesianism; the only constraints that Bayesianism puts on the probabilities that an observer may assign to a set of propositions are that they be in the range from zero to one and that they meet conditions of consistency with each other. More fundamentally, the observer's understanding of the world and of the issues at stake will usually provide considerable guidance on how to aggregate possibilities in a sensible way.' depend on "substantive engagement with the evidence;" it strikes me that it is this claim that is a mirage. (2000), which asserts (with neither citation nor argument): "There is literally no reason to believe that the 'lump it together as you please' approach will lead to factually accurate outcomes; it just as well may lead to completely bizarre outcomes." Id. at 255.).
"0For example, in a murder case it will probably make sense to batch the proposition, "The defendant stabbed the victim in the heart at 10:25:15" with the proposition, "The defendant stabbed the victim in the heart at 10:25:16" and an
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Further, though the aggregation of propositions in a sensible way is a crucial step in assessing the probabilities that are material to the observer, it is plainly far from the final step; there is much "intellectual work" remaining to assess the bottom-line probability in light of all the available evidence. Finally, Allen and Leiter's objections are ironic in light of the fact that Allen appears to have endorsed aggregation as a way of mitigating problems in his own theory." One further point repeated by Allen and Leiter deserves special attention, because other participants in the symposium continue to make the same suggestion-that Bayesian analysis is inconsistent with a holistic approach in which the factfinder considers all of the evidence together." But, as I have tried to show elsewhere, 53 Bayesian analysis is a flexible template. Nothing in Bayesian analysis requires the assumption that a factfinder ingest and digest the evidence one elemental piece of information at a time-byte by byte, so to speak-and update its probability assessments with each new ingestion.l It is perfectly consistent with Bayesian analysis for a factfinder to absorb all relevant information and then compare the relative plausibility of the various stories that might account for all the evidence.
At the same time, any epistemological system that is going to be useful for evidentiary analysis must be capable of showing how adding an individual item to a body of evidence alters a probability assessment. This function is crucial because the evidentiary system frequently operates on such individual items, deciding whether they should be admitted or excluded. Bayesian analysis is perfectly capable of performing this function. Indeed, this is the function ofinfinitely dense range of similar propositions, but not with the proposition, "The victim stabbed herself at 8:30."
-11 See infra text accompanying notes 64-67. n'Diamond & Vidmar, supra note 6, at 1861; Lempert, supra note 1, at 1642-43; Allen & Leiter, supra note 2, at 1534 (contending that the instruction to jurors not to draw inferences until all the evidence is in "is a striking embarrassment to a Bayesian understanding of the structure of litigation," because "[t]he fact finders are explicitly instructed to do the opposite of what the Bayesian argument requires"). Virginia Law Review ten performed by Bayes' Theorem-an important aspect of the standard probability calculus but not, despite the name, the entirety of that calculus. I will repeat here a challenge that I made several years ago and that, so far as I can tell, no Bayesioskeptic has taken up:
5-
I cannot recall the Bayesioskeptics ever offering any criticism about particular uses of probabilistic methods as a tool for analysing evidentiary questions; the challenges always seem to be at the general level, concerning the value of the enterprise itself or the overall standard of persuasion. I think they should examine the particulars of what we are doing. I claim that probabilistic methods have helped us achieve results that are not obvious but that are sound, intuitively appealing, and readily explainable. If I am right, the Bayesioskeptics should acknowledge that. If I am wrong, they should show why."
Closely associated with Bayesian probability theory is the classical decision theory based on the expected value of any course of action. The premise of the theory, often labeled Bayesian Decision Theory ("BDT"), is that in selecting a course of action, an actor should take into account the values, or utilities, of the possible outcomes and the probabilities of each. BDT has proven useful for analysis in a variety of real-world situations,' and in evidence law it has been especially helpful in analyzing problems related to the standard of persuasion.
Indeed, for the latter purpose BDT strikes me as a virtually inevitable tool. The determination of a lawsuit is a classic instance of a decision made under uncertainty. In this case the uncertainty concerns the state of the world-do the facts favor Party A or Party B? Given that uncertainty, a decisionmaker choosing between A and B must take into account how probable each state is. But the general decision rule cannot simply be to award decision to the party who is favored by the state of the world that appears most probable to the factfinder. Using logic like that in another context, a decisionmaker might say, "It is better if I get across the street now than if I wait a few seconds, and if I go now I will more likely than not get across without being hit by that onrushing car." Plainly, the life expectancy of a decisionmaker using such logic would be short. We must take into account not only the probabilities but also the relative values of the possible outcomes.
I find Allen and Leiter's criticism of BDT 58 especially puzzling because the "relative plausibility" theory that they propound, one that Allen has long advocated, is perfectly consistent with BDTat least if their theory is interpreted sensibly. 9 The essence of their theory is the premise that "legal fact-finding involves a determination of the comparative plausibility of the parties' explanations offered at trial rather than a determination of whether discrete elements are found to a specific probability." ' But BDT does not require that "discrete elements" be "found to a specific probability." Rather, as Bayesians have shown repeatedly, BDT provides that the claimant (plaintiff or prosecutor) should prevail if the probability that the claimant has a valid claim is greater than the standard of persuasion. The standard of persuasion is determined, as suggested above, by taking into account the harm caused by wrong results. The probability that the claimant has a valid claim is the probability that the facts support an aggregate of propositions sufficient as a matter of law to warrant judgment for the plaintiff. 1 Assessing that probability also requires an assessment of alternative explanations for the evidence, explanations under which that -Allen & Leiter, supra note 2, at 1532-34. , See Friedman, Infinite Strands, supra note 53, at 93 n.40 (making some of these same arguments in more detail).
6' Allen & Leiter, supra note 2, at 1527-28. 6See supra notes 49-55 and accompanying text (discussing Bayesian demonstrations that the standard of persuasion should be applied to the claim as a whole). Virginia Law Review aggregate of propositions would not be true; Bayesian analysis is therefore inherently comparative.
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Thus, Allen and Leiter's assertion that "in criminal cases the prosecution must provide a plausible account of guilt and show that there is no plausible account of innocence" 62 seems perfectly Bayesian, as do statements by Judge Posner that they cite in their support. 3 Their assertion that "[i]n civil cases, the fact finder is to identify the most plausible account of the relevant events" ' raises more difficulties, but if it is understood in a sensible way it is consistent with BDT. For one thing, on its face the assertion seems to put a great deal of emphasis on what shall be considered an account. To draw on a hypothetical raised during this symposium, suppose the jury must determine what color a traffic light was when the defendant entered the intersection, and that under the governing law the plaintiff prevails if the light was red but not if the light was yellow or green. The jury concludes that the light was more likely red than yellow, and more likely red than green-but that it is more likely that the light was green or yellow than that it was red. BDT calls for the defendant to win. What would Allen and Leiter say? If, as one of Allen's prior articles suggests, 65 they agree that the defendant should win because the defendant's liability-denying account ("It was green or yellow") is more plausible than the plaintiff's liability-creating account ("It was red"), then it is hard to see how they are not being Bayesian. Perhaps they believe instead that the plaintiff should win, because the red account is more plausible than either the yellow account or the green account individually. It is hard to understand, though, why the jury should not aggregate the yellow and green accounts. Allen's prior writing suggests that the factfinder ought to be able to aggregate accounts at least to some 
2048
Virginia Law Review [Vol. 87:2029 myriad of ways in which the plaintiff might have been injured is the actual one, but it is implausible that it was as a result of my misconduct. 71 
IV. EXPERT EVIDENCE
One of the enduring problems of evidence law, and one that received much attention at this symposium, is that of expert evidence. I believe expert evidence presents a particularly difficult conundrum because of the confluence of at least three factors.
First, by definition, expert evidence presents information or a perspective that is unfamiliar to most jurors and judges. This lack of familiarity gives expert evidence its peculiar importance and power to persuade. At the same time, though, it makes the evidence particularly difficult for judges and juries to evaluate. Thus, on the one hand, it potentially poses the danger that evidence of little value will over-persuade the jury and lead to unjust results. On the other hand, an overly abstemious attitude towards expert evidence might deprive a party of evidence that would justifiably support its case. Second, the relationship of an expert witness to judicial proceedings is much different from that of the ordinary percipient witness to those proceedings. The percipient witness can usually be compelled to testify, and ordinarily if a party needs to prove a given proposition it will have little or no choice as to which percipient witness to use. By contrast, the expert witness cannot be compelled to testify, usually she will not testify absent substantial payment, and generally the party has a range of possibilities as to which expert to present.
Finally, unlike the percipient witness, the expert witness does not contribute to the adjudicative process primarily by testifying as to what she observed with her senses in the particular case. Rather, she testifies as to principles of more or less generality and their application to the case.
Empirical understanding of the system by which expert evidence is secured and presented, and of how well it is assessed by courts and juries, can of course be of great assistance in trying to deter-"E" is for Eclectic mine what changes, if any, should be made in the system.' Because expert witnesses are usually brought to the courtroom by the force of the marketplace rather than by the force of conviction or of subpoena, this is an area that is especially appropriate for economic analysis.
Sensitivity to epistemological issues can also be helpful. For example, Bayesian analysis suggests there is more value to the "ultimate issue" rule than Federal Rule of Evidence 704 recognizes. The justification is not the old-fashioned one that the expert is usurping the role of the jury by expressing an opinion on an ultimate proposition that forms an element of the claim. Rather, it is that in most instances, the expert has no useful perspective to offer in testifying to the prior probability of the proposition at issuethat is, how probable the proposition is as assessed without considering the body of evidence as to which the expert has special knowledge. The expert can assist the factfinder only by testifying as to the likelihood ratio of the evidence or as to the components of that ratio-that is, the probability that the body of evidence would arise given the truth of the proposition and the probability that the evidence would arise given the falsity of the proposition. 73 Implementing this principle, though, can be very difficult. ' Of greater significance, a Bayesian perspective helps probe the direction in which Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical? has taken the law of expert evidence. Daubert emphasizes the reliability of expert evidence as a critical criterion for admissibility, and Federal Rule 702 has since been amended to confirm this emphasis. Previously, the Rule required simply that an expert be "qualified... by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or educa-
